ABSTRACT
A 14-year-old boy presented with fever and progressive respiratory distress, one week after an episode of pharyngitis. Although there was a concern about pulmonary embolism secondary to a lower extremity fracture, his presentation was most consistent with Lemierre syndrome. This syndrome is an uncommon but potentially lethal complication of otolaryngological infections. Early recognition and aggressive antibiotic therapy are critical elements in reducing mortality. Emergency physicians should be aware of this syndrome because its incidence appears to be increasing.
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Introduction
In the pre-antibiotic era, disease processes that today are effectively managed with antibiotics were often associated with fatal complications. In 1936, Lemierre described a syndrome referred to as postanginal septicemia or necrobacillosis, which consists of acute oropharyngeal infection, septic thrombophlebitis of the internal jugular vein, septicemia and metastatic septic emboli. We report the case of a 14-year-old boy who presented to a large academic emergency department (ED) with fever and septic pulmonary emboli related to Lemierre syndrome.

Case report
A 14-year-old boy was referred to the ED by his primary physician for evaluation of a fever and chest nodules on x-ray. Approximately 6 weeks prior to presentation, he had suffered left tibial and fibular fractures requiring closed reduction under general anesthesia. His recovery was un-
eventful until 1 week before presentation, when he developed an exudative pharyngitis, for which rapid streptococcal, throat culture, and Mono-spot tests were negative. This pharyngitis improved without treatment over approximately 2 days.

After the pharyngitis but 3 days prior to his ED presentation, the patient developed dyspnea, tachypnea and spiking fevers. A chest x-ray demonstrated multiple nodular lesions. He was started on azithromycin and his condition improved over 24 hours.

On the day of ED presentation, he developed suddenly worsening dyspnea, spiking fevers, chills and pleuritic chest pain. A repeat chest x-ray showed an increase in the size and number of lesions. At this point, he was referred to the ED. In the ED, he denied swelling or pain in his fractured extremity. He had had no recent dental work, appliance or central venous line placement, nor any history of valvular heart disease. His social and family histories were non-contributory.

On examination, his vitals signs included a pulse rate of 118 beats/min, a temperature of 38.6°C, blood pressure 118/76 mm Hg, respiratory rate 16 breaths/min and oxygen saturation 99% on room air. Physical exam was remarkable only for pharyngeal erythema with uvular exudates, right-sided neck tenderness with pain on lateral movement and clear and equal but diminished lung sounds. He had mobile right-sided anterior cervical and submandibular lymph nodes. His left tibia and fibula were in a cast and there was no swelling, erythema or rash noted.

The white blood cell count was 11.5 with 14% bands and 73% neutrophils. Contrast-enhanced spiral CT of the neck was negative for internal jugular vein thrombosis or abscess, but chest CT showed multiple emboli throughout both lungs. There was no evidence of pneumonia.

The patient was seen by the infectious disease service. He was started on vancomycin, gentamycin and clindamycin. Despite this, his temperature rose to 40°C and his oxygen saturations fell to 95%.

A duplex ultrasound of the left lower extremity showed no evidence of deep vein thrombosis (DVT), but an ultrasound of the neck obtained 3 days after admission demonstrated right internal jugular thrombosis. The patient remained on IV antibiotics and continued to improve. After 4 days, his blood cultures grew *Fusobacterium necrophorum*, and his antibiotic spectrum was narrowed. A peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC) was placed, and he was discharged home on IV antibiotics. He continued to do well and has completely recovered from his infection.

#### Discussion

Patients with Lemierre syndrome commonly present with sepsis after apparent resolution of an acute pharyngitis. Although pharyngitis (often viral) is the most common antecedent otoloaryngological infection, other infections such as peritonsillar abscesses and otitis media have also been implicated. The key factor in the progression of the disease from an otolaryngologic infection to systemic septic emboli is the invasion of deep neck tissues by anaerobic oral pathogens. A resultant septic thrombophlebitis of the internal jugular vein acts as a seeding point for septic thromboemboli.

The most common sites of metastasis are the lungs, however, meningitis, osteomyelitis, septic arthritis of the ankle, hips and shoulders, as well as abscesses of the spleen, paravertebral muscles, thigh and skin have been reported, suggesting aggressive systemic dissemination. Rarely, this syndrome is associated with headache, carotid thrombosis, and mediastinitis secondary to extension along the carotid sheath.

Lemierre syndrome is diagnosed by the finding of a characteristic otolaryngologic infection (or a history of the same), bacteremia confirmed by at least 1 positive blood culture, clinical or radiographic evidence of internal jugular thrombophlebitis, and demonstrated septic emboli. The characteristic pathogen is *F. necrophorum*, an oropharyngeal anaerobe. With enriched anaerobic media, cultures are typically positive in 1–3 days. In the largest published series to date, Sinave and colleagues identified 36 patients who met strict diagnostic criteria for Lemierre syndrome and found 22 (61%) with definite *F. necrophorum* bacteremia, 8 (22%) with probable *F. necrophorum* bacteremia, and 6 (17%) with other organisms, including *Streptococcus viridans, Bacteroides fragilis, Peptostreptococcus magnus, Bacteroides sp, Peptostreptococcus, F. naviforme and Eikenella corrodens*. It is possible that these cases reflect difficulty growing this strict anaerobe; it is also possible that multiple pathogens may be responsible for Lemierre syndrome. In fact, one-third of patients with Lemierre syndrome have a polymicrobial bacteremia.

Without early detection and treatment, morbidity and mortality are high. Although MRI has been used, recent literature suggests that colour Doppler ultrasonography and high-resolution CT, respectively, play the most important roles in identifying jugular venous thrombosis and pulmonary metastases. Early in the disease process, CT studies of the neck may be falsely negative, and in the case

---

*a"Rod shaped organism that brings death"*
described, the initial CT on the day of admission did not demonstrate internal jugular involvement, although a carotid ultrasound done 3 days later did. Serial imaging studies may be necessary, and ultrasound is now recommended as the initial modality to evaluate for internal jugular thrombosis.\textsuperscript{12,13}

ED diagnosis and treatment is traditionally limited to a high clinical index of suspicion, early empiric antibiotic administration and subsequent imaging; however, emergency physicians skilled in ultrasound evaluation may be able to improve diagnostic performance and rapidly confirm Lemierre syndrome by identifying internal jugular thrombosis on rapid ED scans.\textsuperscript{14}

Initial treatment involves high-dose IV penicillin and metronidazole, or IV clindamycin monotherapy, with conversion to 2–6 weeks of oral therapy after the patient’s clinical condition has stabilized.\textsuperscript{8} Heparin is given only in cases where retrograde propagation of thrombosis to the cavernous sinus has occurred, since heparin may actually disseminate the infection.\textsuperscript{15} Standard supportive care for respiratory and hemodynamic compromise is important.

Although almost universally fatal in Lemierre’s era,\textsuperscript{1} earlier detection through diagnostic imaging, aggressive use of intravenous antibiotics and improved critical care modalities have reduced the mortality of this syndrome to approximately 8%.\textsuperscript{16} There is some suggestion\textsuperscript{16–19} that the incidence of Lemierre syndrome is increasing since practitioners are becoming less liberal in their use of antibiotics for upper respiratory infections. If this is true, prudent emergency physicians should be increasingly alert for signs of jugular thrombosis and metastatic septic disease following acute otolaryngologic infections.

**Conclusion**

Lemierre syndrome is an uncommon but potentially lethal complication of otolaryngological infections. Early recognition and aggressive antibiotic therapy are critical elements in reducing mortality.
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